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Abstract 
Overall quality is vital for the remarkable run of a shopping site and 

Consumer sovereignty is to be given at most importance at all stages of a 

business.What weproposehere is framework that can be used to evaluate 

the overall quality and assures the credibility of a website.This framework 

makes use of some quality factors which can be made use to evaluate the 

overall rating of the website. Yet this model combines the quality factors as 

well as ranking factors to predict with highest accuracy. This paper 

concentrates on the overall evaluation andquality assuranceof website 

based on some of its survey based qualities like content, Service & technical 

quality and other ranking criteria’s like the PageRank, Overall country rank 

…etc. In order the show the working of the framework we take a case study 

among different online shopping users in India and come up with ranks for 

top 5 online shopping sites in India. This framework can be economically, 

geographically and chronologically beneficial to the consumer when 
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choosing a shopping site.  

Key Words:Quality assurance, content quality, service quality, pagerank, 

country rank. 
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1. Introduction 

We know that Consumer sovereignty is the life blood of any business. Let it be a 

small stationary shop or a multimillion dollar organization consumer is always 

the king in the market. An online shopping site is no exception to provide 

consumer satisfaction. We know there are numerous shopping websites in the 

internet but most of the time the credibility of the sites are unknown.This trend 

can lead us into wrong websites if we are searching in the internet. This is where 

digital market [2] comes into play. This paper proposes a framework or model 

which evaluates the overall quality and quantity by using some means of survey 

which can be used to provide the user with an online shopping site which satisfy 

his or her basic needs. As a normal consumer we are often forced to use 

particular online shopping sites which are referred by our friends or family or 

even otherfactors. In most of the situation there will be better website in the 

internet which can provide much more features which benefits us in many ways. 

 Motivation 

Since there are many shopping sites in the internet as an average consumer we 

gets confused or even gets peer pressured to use some particular site. The actual 

reality is that there are different sites which can be more useful in different 

location. So there are different factors which influence the ratings of a website 

like quality factors [1] ranking…etc. The motive of the paper is to make a 

framework which combines all these factors and provide a user with the best 

shopping site that satisfy his overall needs. 

 Objective 

This framework which can build on any programming platform which takes the 

users feeds and gives him set of websites which satisfy his needs. The 

framework has different factors to evaluate the quality. Some factors include 

content quality, service quality, and technicalquality [1] PageRank [7] and other 

domain information are taken into consideration.  

The main reason to propose this paper is that there are other paper which uses 

only the three quality measure to compute the overall quality of the paper but 

this paper combines the quality factors as well as the ranking factors to come up 

with a more accurate measure. This paper makes a study among different group 

of people a survey about their preferences and perspective of different online 

website based on their economical, technical, geographical factors. All these 

details are stored analyzed and made use for predicting the best online site in a 

country. The framework accuracy gets improved as more number of user’s 

information is collected. Using this feeds the objective is to build a framework 

which process all these details to come up with the best shopping site suitable 

for a particular customer 
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2. Overview of Quality Evaluation  

Framework 

As said earlier consumer satisfaction is of remarkable importance to any 

organization. An online shopping site should also need to provide perpetual 

degree of satisfaction to its consumer. There are a lot of difficulties for an online 

market to satisfy all its user needs due to several factors like geography, 

category of commodities, quantity, quality...etc. It is has been seen that from the 

last couple of years the number of consumers in the online market has increased 

tremendously due some of its merits. This makes an urgent need to provide a 

method to evaluate the quality of each and every online shopping site in the 

country. There are several quality factors which can be used to find the overall 

quality of a shopping site but these factors let alone cannot be accurate enough. 

So paper we are going to present here is a framework or a model which 

combines quality factors as well as global ranking factors to evaluate and assure 

the overall quality of site to the customer as well as the company. 

 

Fig. 1: Structure of Quality Assurance Framework 

 Quality Factors 

There are several factors which can help us measure the quality and quantity of 

an online shopping site. We take different quality factors or dimensions to rank 

the quality of different shopping sites. This information is taken into 

consideration to provide a suitable shopping site to particular users. Some of the 

quality dimensions as shown in (Fig 1): Content quality, Service quality, 

Technical quality, PageRank, Country based category rank and personal 

information. These factors are all taken into consideration to create a model 

which can deliver a suitable shopping site to a particular user. 

1. Content quality- How much quality the contents of the website provide 

to the consumer. In content quality analysis we evaluate the accuracy, 

relevance, completeness, Consistency of the content.  

2. Service quality - Concentrates on the service provided by the shopping 

website to the consumer. Service quality of a website is of at most 

importance since it evaluates the performance, efficiency, security, 

privacy, compensation, contact…etc. 

3. Technical quality - Quality standards like the ISO/IEC 25010:2011 [4] 

…etc.which is now confirmed standard for system and software quality 
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requirement and evaluation. These standards include attributes like 

accessibility, download time, browser compatibility…etc. 

4. PageRank- It is a way of measuring the importance of a website. It is 

based on several factors. PageRank is measured between 0-10. 

5. Country Rank– A factor which focus on the importance of particular 

shopping site in a country. These changes from country to country since 

it based on how much user from a country uses a particular site based on 

that information ranks are given and this change from time to time. 

6. Category Rank- Itis used to rank a shopping site based on its category. 

There is different category in site like general merchandise, clothing… 

etc.  

The framework combines all the above qualities and these data’s are analyzed 

and is used to provide any user is suitable shopping website 

  Personal Details 

Personal details do not means that the customer has to provide his full 

information to the framework. A valid mail id and other information are 

gathered to rank the websites. We know in country people live in different 

geographical locations not all shopping site can reach all the geographical sites. 

Some shopping site concentrates in different location. This means that company 

X can send its all items to a particular pin code and but company Y cannot since 

they don’t have courier system to reach that location. This gives company X and 

edge over Y in that particular location. So this framework will make use of the 

user pin codes to come up with his best suitable shopping site to buy item. Other 

details in the personal information include availability of credit/debit cards, 

Category of item to buy, expected time span of delivery …etc.The personal 

information stated in (TABLE 1) includes only relevant details of user which 

can be made use to prioritize a set of website for the given user.  

Table 1 

 

*User personal Information 

  Content Quality 

As we have already mentioned that content quality measures or focus on quality 

of the content to the user or customer. It is mainly measure in LikertScale. 

LikertScale is actually used when to a question cannot be provided in binary so 

LikertScale is answered between grades1-5.The content of the shopping site is 

given to consumers, end-user, computer professional, linguistic experts and 

evaluated using the LikertScale based on their response. Content quality 
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includes credibility, Accuracy, Traceability, Completeness, Confidentiality, 

Efficiency, Precision, Availability, Accessibility, Confidentiality…etc. 

  Service Quality  

It is the methods of quality evaluation based on the satisfaction of the users who 

are using the website.These consist of a set of non-binary question which is to 

be answered among the customers who are using this shopping site.This is done 

by giving a set of questionnaire among the customers as given in Tables (Table 

2 to Table 7) developed as per [7]. 

Table 2 

 

*Questionnaire to compute efficiency 

Table 3 

 

*Questionnaire to compute privacy 

Table 4 

 

*Questionnaire to compute Fulfillment 

Table 5 

 

*Questionnaire to compute Availability 
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Table 6 

 

*Questionnaire to compute Responsiveness 

Table 7 

 

*Questionnaire to compute Contact 

In Service quality analysis all these attribute are surveyed among different users 

regarding a set of particular shopping sites they often use. All these data is then 

collected in LikertScale and analyzed and processed to come up with a rank for 

each shopping website (Zhao, P. (2005). 

  Technology Quality 

This quality defines how the content quality and service quality are integrated 

and made available in the website. The evaluation of this factor is based on the 

software quality model or standard. This mainly focuses on usability, human-

computer interaction, method of development …etc. All these comes under 

differentstandards like ISO/IEC 9126 (ISO/IEC, 2001) [4] and ISO/IEC 25010 

(ISO, 2011). Each of these standards has its own rules and regulations to follow. 

This constraint is used to check if all the quality constraints obeyed. 

  Page Rank 

PageRankas represented in (Figure 2) is an algorithm used to ordain the 

importance of a webpage. The underlying supposition is that more potent 

websites are likely to receive more links from other websites. 

 

Fig. 2: Page Rank Representation 

Notation of page rank algorithm is: p(a)=(1-d)/n+d(pr(t1)/c(t1) +…….+ 

p(tn)/c(tn)) Where p(a)=page rank of page a, n=number of web pages 
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pr(ti)=Page Rank of to which links to page a, c(ti)=number of outbound links 

from page, d=damping point(set between 0 and 1) 

We can use an iterative computation of page rank values. Which means we 

allocate a initial rank to the pages then starting the computation of page rank. In 

this approach the sum of all page ranks converges to number of pages so the 

average page rank will be 1.Minimum page rank=(1-d), Maximum page 

rank=dn+(1-d) 

 Country Rank 

Country Rank is a one among important criteria to rank a shopping site because 

it shows which site is accepted all over the country. A site is accepted all over 

the country because it has features or benefits that make it favored by most 

customers in the country. Customer satisfaction is an important reason why 

more no of people uses a site. More no of user traffic means better rank. Sothese 

criteria can be really exploited to find and propose a better shopping site to the 

user.  

 Category Rank 

CategoryRank is also similar to country rank. This rank is used to categorize a 

site based on its category of item. This ranking is also based on the on the traffic 

information. During the initial survey of a user the site obtains the category of 

item he or she wants to buy. The category can be general merchandise, clothing, 

automotive, books…etc. So based on the users interest of category the best site 

can be provided so that he benefit both financially, quantitatively and 

qualitatively.  

3. Working of the Framework 

This framework as exhibited in (Figure 3) first asks a user to enter his minimal 

personal details like pin code, email id, availability of debit/credit card, 

shopping preference …Etc. After that he will be asked to fill a form which 

consists of question regarding their currently using shopping site. All these 

details will be stored in global Database.On completion of the form the 

framework process the dataset in the database that is already collected from a 

large number of users. The database provides the overall quality rank. This rank 

is obtained is then processed with Page Rank and other marketing intelligence 

information like category rank, Country Rank...etc. The digital marketing 

intelligence data is provided by SimilarWeb. Once all these data’s are obtained 

they are combined and processed using the formula given in(TABLE 10).It also 

make use ofuser specific information like pin code because not all site provides 

deliver to all pin code so based on rank is further processed. It then uses the 

availability of card so if a user does not possess a card the site which does not 

support cash of delivery is removed from the list. After processing the ranks are 

obtained and graphical representation of top sites for a consumer is predicted.  
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4. Detailed Structure of the Shopping Site 
Evaluation and Assurance Framework 

 

Fig. 3: Framework Diagram of Quality Assurance of Shopping Site 

5. Case Study: to Rank Best Shopping Sites  

in India Based on Few Users Survey 

In order to evaluate and analyze the working of the framework we have planned 

to make a case study to find the top 5 online shopping site in India. The ranking 

of the sites where based on different criteria’s like services quality metrics, 

PageRank, country rank, category rank…etc. Services quality comprises of 

different sub criteria’s like efficiency, privacy, fulfillment, Availability, Contact. 

Other criteria are like Page Rank, Country Rank…etc. Where obtained from 

online data intelligence site[10]. Since data will be needed to compute the 

service quality we collect data from students of our campus regarding their 

views and opinions about their favorite online shopping site as intended in 

(Tables 2 to 7). Since the questions where regarding the overall quality of the 

shopping site a simple yes or no answer cannot fulfill the needs to compute the 

actual ranking so we made use of the LikertScale.This scale can be used when 

the answer to a question cannot be answered in binary (yes or no).LikertScale 

[9] questions comprises of option like agree,disagree,neutral …etc. Each of 

these opinions is given a rank and based on each sub category rank of the 

service quality is found out. The ranks where given as follows (Strongly agree-

1, Agree-2, Neutral-3, Disagree-4, strongly disagree-5).So the better the service 

quality the lower the rank will be. We cannot come up with an accurate result 

just by calculating the service quality rank because user perspective cannot 
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always be correct due to some reasons like  

1. Peer Pressure-We use a shopping site x because people around us uses 

the same  

2. Overall Design-We may like the overall colour and layout of that site 

3. Lack of awareness of other site-We may not know about a better site 

which could beneficial to us in several ways. 

These are some common factors which can let the consumer to look away from 

other sites. So the service quality cannot be accurate.So in order to get a more 

accurate result me make use of other factors like PageRank, Country 

Rank…etc.This gives us a global overview and ranking of goodshopping sites in 

the country.  

The table consists of major evaluation factors like  

1. Efficiency-This field calculate the overall efficiency of the site like how 

fast it loads, how simple it is to use the site…etc. The better efficient the 

site the lower the rank 

2. Privacy-It is used to check the overall security of the site like does the 

site keep our personal information and card details safe. 

3. Fulfillment-If an online shopping site delivers its basic duties like up to 

date delivery, return …etc. All these criteria’s are calculated in 

fulfillment. 

4. Availability-This field aims at the availability of site 24/7 365 days 

without any bugs or errors. 

5. Responsiveness-This factor calculates the rank based on the efficient 

return of product and refunding. 

6. Contact-If a site provides a better means of contacting its representative 

we can say it is better. 

All these fields are ranked based on the LikertScale within (1-5) ranks. Ranks of 

each field is calculated based on the equation Rank=∑Responses of users/No 

of users 

Once each rank is calculated we take an overall average of the service quality 

metrics. After all these computation of data on the user survey data we come up 

with a result as shown in the Table (Table 8) 

Table 8  

 

*Quality Evaluation factors. Here G represent general merchandise and C for 

clothing 
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Service quality Rank= 

Average(Efficency+Privacy+  Fulfillment+  Availabilty+Responsivness+contact) 

Once the overall rank is calculated we divide it with their respective Page Rank. 

Even after calculating all these factors the accuracy cannot be precise as need 

since the country ranks are not being used. So in order to calculate the country 

ranks we take the current country rank of a site from a digital marketing 

intelligence site called SimilarWeb.Country Rank is calculated using the 

formula 

CountryRank=Current Rank/No of sites in the database (n=5). So after 

computing using formula given in (TABLE 9) on all the equations we come up 

with a table as shown in (TABLE 10) we get a more precise rank of top 5 sites 

in the country.The overall formula used to calculate the rank in (TABLE 9) 

Table 9  

Rank=Average(Service Quality)/PageRank+ 

Current Country Rank /Number of sites 

Overall rank formula 

After calculation we can come to the conclusion that Amazon. In is the best site 

in India if the user wants to buy general merchandise like mobiles, laptops, 

home appliances, books…etc. and Myntra is the best site if the users want to 

buy clothing items like shirt, jeans, sweater…etc. During the computation of the 

service quality Flipkart had the better rank over Amazon since more no of user 

whom we had conducted the survey favored Flipkart over Amazon but after 

further calculation we came to the conclusion that Amazon is favored more 

around the country using the PageRank and country Rank. The below shown 

graph represents the ranks of top 5 sites in India based the above quality 

criteria’s.  

Table 9 

 

*Overall Computation to rank Top 5 sites in India, Here G represents General 

Merchandise and C represents Clothing 
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Fig. 4: Graphical Representation of the Best Sites in India 

6. Conclusion 

Global framework for shopping site can be used efficiently and effectively  to 

predict a set of  shopping sites for a consumer as well as a  company based on 

the overall quality and ranking factors of that site. The framework is a self-

learning system which gets more accurate from more number of consumer 

feeds. The more feed the better the accuracy. Based on the results of our case 

study we propose that the framework for quality assurance will be economically, 

geographically and chronologically beneficial to the consumer. 
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